Social media &
government

Connecting in the Web2.0 world

•
•
•
•

Your name & organisation
Why you are here today
What you hope to get out of the workshop
Why social media is important to you/your
organisation

Program
9:30 - 10:30

What is social media?
Why is it important?

10:30 - 11:00

Morning Tea

11:00 - 12:30

Benefits & risks
Evaluating ROI

12:30 - 1:30

Lunch

1:30 - 3:00

Examples & idea starters

3:00 - 3:30

Afternoon tea

3:30 - 4:15
4:15 - 4:45

“Rules” of engagement
Q&A

1The opportunity

Internet in%Australia
of Australian population
110.0
82.5
55.0
27.5
0

Mobile

Internet

Broadband

3G Mobile

•!76% of population (15.5 million) access - NSW Department of State & Regional Development, 2007
•!22.7% broadband - OECD
•!
Ranked 12th out of 30 OECD countries - Telstra
•!
Mobile - over 100% penetration according to AMTA - http://tinyurl.com/59ozvh
•!
4.5 million 3G services - a 192 per cent increase between 30 June 2006 and 30 June 2007 - Approx. 21% - http://tinyurl.com/59ozvh
•!Note mobile broadband uptake - growing importance of mobile devices when considering online - more social applications - not just mobile internet, also SMS and photo sharing etc.

Social media &
networking is BIG...

and growing...

•!MySpace is the largest social networking site in the world (despite the hype and growth of Facebook)
•!185 million registered users, with approx. 4.5 million on site at any time (April 2007 http://tinyurl.com/3bd9y2)
•!More than 65 million active users (
http://tinyurl.com/356y6s)
•!6th most trafficked site in US - comScore (as reported by FastCompany:
http://tinyurl.com/27dmkk)
•!
Large audience: 35% of American adults and 73% of teens create content (http://www.echoditto.com/stats) - even more participate without creating content.
•!
Nearly half of all Australians now had a social networking profile and as many as half of current non-users indicated they would sign up within the next 12 months. Almost one-third of
Australians with a social networking profile began using the sites within the past three months. (Nielson online: http://tinyurl.com/5tap3w)
•!Growing rapidly: 47% growth of sector in year to Nov 2006 reaching 45% of web users at the time (
http://tinyurl.com/ys4cxx - PDF)
•!Not about the size of the audience... about power of and access to passionate micro-communities...
Image: youngrobv @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/youngrobv/2205857103/sizes/l/

The power of

“someone like me”
•!
PR firm Edelman carries out a survey each year which is used to create a “Trust Barometer”
•!People trust “someone like me” above all other contenders
•!Employees are more trusted than CEOs
•!Influence is strongest at the peer level
•!Les Robinson"s research suggests that peers are also critical in creating long-term voluntary change in behaviour
Image: victoriapeckham @ http://flickr.com/photos/victoriapeckham/164175205/sizes/o/
Further reading:
•!
Edelman Trust Barometer 2008: http://tinyurl.com/364f69
•!
Les Robinson – The voluntary adoption of new practices (PDF): http://tinyurl.com/2sthxr

Control

Message
Conversation

Influence

•!Conversations closer to us (our own blogs, interviews with journalists etc.) we have more control over
•!The less control, the more influence

?
•!
Malcolm Gladwell: Author of “The Tipping Point” and “Blink”
•!Not necessarily the size of the audience, but who you"re talking to
•!Posits that three archetypes cause “tipping points” - where trends go “viral”
•!
Duncan Watts (Columbia University, Yahoo!) suggests that “nearly anyone can start a trend”. Gladwell"s “Influentials” can still have an impact, but aren"t essential
•!The fact is there is no “silver bullet”. One thing is certain - it is peer-to-peer conversations that drive trends - and these conversations happen in social media and networking
communities.
Further reading:
•!
TED Talks - Malcolm Gladwell: http://tinyurl.com/ywsz37
•!Malcolm Gladwell"s blog:
http://tinyurl.com/gpq94
•!
The Tipping Point: http://tinyurl.com/39nexm
•!
Fast Company - Is the Tipping Point Toast?: http://tinyurl.com/288roe

Listen to the
market

•!The social web can be a bell-weather of broader trends
•!Helps understand your customer needs/wants/opinion
•!About breaking down barriers and enhancing access
Further reading:
•!Seth Godin - Who answers the phone?:
http://tinyurl.com/566q9c
•!Bruce Nussbaum - JetBlue–The Problem With Customer Loyalty: http://tinyurl.com/55sjnx

•!
We know the power of search for brands...
•!...power of social media in web search
•!Good or bad, the conversations are happening and are being used by many people when making purchase decisions

•!
We know the power of search for brands...
•!...power of social media in web search
•!Good or bad, the conversations are happening and are being used by many people when making purchase decisions

You Rock!

•!“Flipping the funnel” means turning that around so that the funnel becomes a megaphone for your customers to market for you
•!What we want...

You Suck!

•!But not always what we get...
•!Joshua Porter: “it"s better to think of social media tools as amplifying customer opinion rather than improving it.”
•!Opportunity for learning and organisational/product improvement
•!If you show you are listening and taking notice through your action(s) – not just words – you may be able to turn things around
•!
We"ll talk some more about this later...
Further reading:
•!
Joshua Porter - The problem with social media marketing: http://tinyurl.com/3y52b5

Long tail

Popularity

Head

Products

•!Looking purely at the “product” side of things
•!
Chris Anderson (Editor of Wired) authored “The Long Tail”
•!
A majority of Amazon"s $$ sales comes from the aggregate sales of “non-hits”
•!
David Weinberger adds to the discussion with his book “Everything is Miscellaneous”
Further reading:
•!
The Long Tail (Book): http://tinyurl.com/2aug85
•!Everything is Miscellaneous (Book):
http://tinyurl.com/2zpeqz

2Building blocks

RSS

Really Simple Syndication

•!The “glue” between systems (for content syndication)
Further reading:
•!Common Craft - RSS in plain English:

http://tinyurl.com/2s9uat

RSS

Web applications

•!Gmail is just one of the many web applications
•!Facilitates collaboration and other network benefits

RSS
Web applications

Developer tools

Web services, AJAX, agile programming

•!
Asynchronous Javascript And XML
•!
Other aspects such as: accessibility, semantic markup & microformats, search engine optimisation
•!Collection of existing technologies that turn a browser into a “rich client”
•!More responsive experience for users
•!Agile programming methodology - quick to market, iterative development
Further reading:
•!
Jesse James Garret (Adaptive Path) - Ajax: A New Approach to Web Applications:http://tinyurl.com/29nlsm
•!37signals - Getting Real:
http://gettingreal.37signals.com/

•!
Concept: “Web as platform” - gives rise to “mashups”
•!Not Facebook-style “walled garden” applications
•!Mashups - taking disparate data sources and mashing them up to create new meaning and connections
•!“Democratisation” of application development and design
•!If you don"t build it, chances are someone will/has/is trying to...
Image: plasticrevolver @ http://flickr.com/photos/plasticrevolver/61068219/sizes/l/

•!
A different kind of mashup
•!
Video and audio mashups
•!Mixup culture (sampling, hip-hop)
•!
Taking source material and create new works/meaning
•!Creative Commons licenses supports media mashups
•!Brand paradies also known as “culture jamming”
Image: plasticrevolver @ http://flickr.com/photos/plasticrevolver/61068219/sizes/l/
Further reading:
•!Creative Commons: http://creativecommons.org
•!
Lawrence Lessig - Free culture: http://www.free-culture.cc/
•!
Lawrence Lessig & Jeff Tweedy in conversation with Steven Johnson –#Who owns culture?: http://wilcoworld.net/wired/

•!Like all technology - web 2.0 tech will evolve and be superseded
•!
To focus on the technology is to miss the broader, social trends
•!Concepts apply no matter what technology/sites come along
Image: CP @ http://flickr.com/photos/techbirmingham/345897594/sizes/l/

Conversation
•!Markets are conversations (The Cluetrain Manifesto, 1999) - between buyers and sellers, amongst buyers etc.
•!
Tim Berners Lee: “two way web” - the “people formerly known as the audience”, “consumers” are talking back
•!Global conversation happening – what role are you (and your organisation) playing?
•!
35% of American adults and 73% of teens create content (http://www.echoditto.com/stats) - even more participate without creating content
Image: aturkus @ http://flickr.com/photos/aturkus/1555651794/sizes/l/
Further reading:
•!The Cluetrain Mainifesto (Book):

http://tinyurl.com/2p5ld5

Long tail

Popularity

Head

Products

•!Looking purely at the “product” side of things
•!
Chris Anderson (Editor of Wired) authored “The Long Tail”
•!
A majority of Amazon"s $$ sales comes from the aggregate sales of “non-hits”
•!
David Weinberger adds to the discussion with his book “Everything is Miscellaneous”
Further reading:
•!
The Long Tail (Book): http://tinyurl.com/2aug85
•!Everything is Miscellaneous (Book):
http://tinyurl.com/2zpeqz

•!
The value increases the more “nodes” that are in the network (“A world of ends”)
•!Provide personal value first...
•!Derive aggregate social (and organisational) benefits
•!
Value increases the more it"s used
Further reading:
•!Joshua Porter - Leveraging the network:
http://tinyurl.com/2n9l97
•!
Doc Searls & David Weinberger - World of Ends: http://www.worldofends.com/

•!
iTunes & Amazon exemplify the long tail effect
•!Amazon: user reviews (leveraging network), affiliates (flipping the funnel)
•!
ebay: reputation system (leveraging network), breadth of items and decentralised distribution (long tail effect)
•!Google: using aggregate data of user activity for commercial gain (advertising)

Social media

building blocks
presence

sharing

relationships

identity
conversations

trust
groups

•!
Gene Smith, based on ideas from Matt Webb and Stewart Butterfield (Flickr): http://tinyurl.com/27nhbo
•!
“Trust” = reputation
•!Nearly all services revolve around identity (watch for movement in this space - Open Social in particular)

Social media

building blocks
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•!Example: Flickr (online photo sharing) mapped according to its building blocks
•!Let"s look at that “sharing” aspect a little deeper - can mean sharing objects...
•!Let"s do a little “site seeing” - review leading services that revolve around these building blocks
•!
We"ll be doing an exercise at the end of this review...

•!Professional networking
•!Much less focus on “bells and whistles”, more focused on connections

•!Plaxo have launched a similar service
•!Allows you to link weblogs and other RSS services into your profile updates etc.

•!MySpace is the largest social networking site in the world (despite the hype and growth of Facebook)
•!185 million registered users, with approx. 4.5 million on site at any time (April 2007 http://tinyurl.com/3bd9y2)
•!Now owned by News Limited
•!
Very different demographic profile to Facebook, largely due to the nature of the services launch (ethnographic less than age)
•!Users can change profile styles - significant personalisation

•!More than 65 million active users (http://tinyurl.com/356y6s)
•!6th most trafficked site in US - comScore (as reported by FastCompany:
http://tinyurl.com/27dmkk)
•!
Ambient effects: I"ve personally found out about bands, t-shirt labels and causes through the news feed
•!User doesn"t have to do anything to engage friends - the tools do it for them
•!Innovative advertising opportunities (despite high-profile mis-steps)

•!
Best known photo sharing website, now owned by Yahoo!
•!“now approaching two billion photos, with 3-5,000 uploaded per minute” (reported by Scott Rosenberg)
•!Sharing of photos, connecting via contacts, leave comments, create groups and photo sets
•!“Social objects” - Hugh Macleod (via Jaiku's Jyri Engestrom) - conversation starters
•!Sites like Flickr are focused on the object (a photo), but facilitate sharing etc.
Further reading:
•!Hugh Macleod on social objects: http://tinyurl.com/23wjdo
•!
Jyri Engestrom – The case for object-centered sociality: http://tinyurl.com/ucl5s
•!Jyri Engestrom presentation on social objects:
http://tinyurl.com/2ajoo3

•!
YouTube is to videos what Flickr is to photos
•!Largest online video sharing site, now owned by Google
•!
Share videos within YouTube, or on blogs, MySpace/Facebook profiles etc. using the “embed” functionality
•!Popular videos are highly viral - listings of “most popular” help fuel viral exposure
•!Popularity in part fueled by copyrighted content being posted to site
•!
“Train wreck”-style videos have high appeal
•!Not as feature-rich as some other sites which may be more suited for business content

•!“Social bookmarking” site – the “object” is a link
•!Add a link, tag (categorise) and search
•!Personal utility first, social value second - leveraging the network
•!Social value = seeing what friends are linking, what links are popular for particular categories (tags) etc.
Further reading:
•!Joshua Porter - Leveraging the network:

http://tinyurl.com/2n9l97

•!Even applies to slideshows
•!This presentation will be available on Slideshare (details at end of presentation)

•!“What I Know Is...” = wiki - not actual origin of the term, but appropriate (also hawaiian for “fast”)
•!Wikipedia best known example
•!Over 2 million articles, 250 languages
•!Strong community
•!90% lurkers, 9% contribute, 1% actively contribute (most contributions) - Jakob Nielsen
•!
Founder Jimmy Wales claims that the “critical mass” of active contributors = 5
•!Product review wikis, personal/intranet wikis, documentation wikis, Government policy wikis etc...
Further Reading:
•!Jakob Nielsen - Participation Inequality:
http://tinyurl.com/vvyzf
•!
James Surowiecki - The Wisdom of the Crowds (Book): http://tinyurl.com/5metjf
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•!Global conversation happening on and between blogs
•!Business week estimates there are 9 million active weblogs
•!
Blog search engine Technorati claims over 70 million weblogs (not all active), with 120,000 new weblogs created each day (incl. MySpace blogs)
•!MySpace includes blogging tools
•!
Leading platforms are WordPress, Blogger, Movable Type/Typepad
•!
Trackbacks link blog posts
Further reading:
•!
Business Week – Social Media Will Change Your Business: http://tinyurl.com/2gj3yz
•!Naked Conversations – How blogs are changing the way businesses talk with customers (Book):

http://tinyurl.com/2kegg3

•!Global conversation happening on and between blogs
•!Business week estimates there are 9 million active weblogs
•!
Blog search engine Technorati claims over 70 million weblogs (not all active), with 120,000 new weblogs created each day (incl. MySpace blogs)
•!MySpace includes blogging tools
•!
Leading platforms are WordPress, Blogger, Movable Type/Typepad
•!
Trackbacks link blog posts
Further reading:
•!
Business Week – Social Media Will Change Your Business: http://tinyurl.com/2gj3yz
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http://tinyurl.com/2kegg3

•!
RSS “aggregators”, like Google Reader, make it easier to keep on top of blogs: http://google.com/reader/
•!I personally use NetNewsWire - free from NewsGator:
http://tinyurl.com/ytgqs2
•!As the name implies, uses RSS - one of many uses for syndicating content

•!“Micro-blogging” - entries limited to 140 characters (length of SMS)
•!Multiple posting + notifications platforms: web, SMS, instant messaging, desktop applications
•!
Approx. 6% of online population use Twitter - mostly geeks and tech boffins. Same audience that launched blogging.
•!Status in Facebook + MySpace used in similar ways
•!Facilitates what Leisa Reichelt refers to as “ambient intimacy”
Further reading:
•!
Leisa Reichelt – Ambient intimacy: http://tinyurl.com/yruc9p
•!Leisa Reichelt – presentation at Reboot 9.0:
http://tinyurl.com/24txey

•!
“Virtual world”
•!Part game, part social hang-out
•!
Other game worlds like World of Warcraft and Ultima Online
•!Whole other “second economy”

•!
Alternative currency, can be converted into real currency
•!“Gold diggers” in China
•!
Exchange between online currencies (PayPal, eWallets etc.)

•!Many other sites and micro-communities
•!
Virtual worlds (like Second Life and World of Warcraft - part game, part social community)
•!
Build your own social network: Ning, Yahoo! + Google Groups
•!
Video: blip.tv, Vimeo, Video Egg (Advertising)
•!
Photos: Zoomr, Photobucket
•!Links: reddit, Furl
•!Microblogging: Jaiku, Pounce
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10:30 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:30
12:30 - 1:30

What is social media?
Why is it important?

Morning tea
Benefits & risks
Evaluating ROI
Lunch

1:30 - 3:00

Examples & idea starters

3:00 - 3:30

Afternoon tea

3:30 - 4:15
4:15 - 4:45

“Rules” of engagement
Q&A

3Risk vs. Reward

3Risk vs. Reward
ACTIVITY: WRITE DOWN AND SHARE
- Ideas for risks in engaging:
- Someone in our organisation will say the wrong thing
- Something will be taken out of context
- Someone out there will leave a libelous comment
- Someone will say something bad about us
- There will be a deluge of comments - too hard to keep on top of it
- Can't be everywhere
- We won't get meaningful engagement
- We'll get trolls
- Ideas for barriers:
- Can't convince management
- Hard to quantify ROI
- Too time consuming for me in my job
- Don't know where to start
- Ideas for risks in not engaging:
- Kryptonite
- No ability to "correct the record" or influence outcome

3Risk vs. Reward
ACTIVITY: LIVE WIKI

4Return on investment

The “because” effect:

What happens when you make
more money because of, rather
than with something.
Doc Searls

•!In reference to blogs in particular
•!The “permission asset” (Seth Godin)
•!The “attention economy”
•!Build communities around your business/product - learn from them, take advantage of opportunities that arise
Further reading:
•!
Doc Searls – Adventures with Because Effects: http://tinyurl.com/2rhr5n

Follow the

conversation...

•!Respond when appropriate
•!
How does it scale? Build a passionate micro-community, and the community helps you
Further reading:
•!Scott Rosenberg –#Notes from “Customer service is the new marketing”:

http://tinyurl.com/3dc2wd

•!
Typical “funnel” model - cast as far and wide as possible, then whittle down until you get the qualified prospects, then customers
•!“Flip” the funnel and turn it into a megaphone for your fans
Further reading:
•!Seth Godin - Flipping the funnel:

http://tinyurl.com/ae5ll

Participant journey
Instigators

Participator type

Evangelists

Followers

Reluctants

Happy Bystanders

Listening

Increasingly mass
Increasingly digital

Watching

Giving Money

Providing
Information

Being There

Type of involvement

•!Leveraging what Clay Shirky calls the “cognitive surplus” to your benefit
•!Eric S. Raymond: "given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow" http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linus's_Law
Chart adapted by Nicholas Street from Participate Online - User Motivation in Mass Participation 2006.
http://tinyurl.com/yob2gn
Further reading:
•!Nicholas Street - How do we turn sympathisers into activists?:
http://tinyurl.com/5qhkco
•!
Priscilla Brice-Weller - More about Participate Online: http://tinyurl.com/6ynhxp
•!
Grant Young - Participation: http://tinyurl.com/5ad3re

Giving Time

Starting
Something

Increasingly niche
Less digital

How do you measure
effectiveness?
•!In this respect, just like any other campaign or media activity
•!Against your organisation or comms objectives, relative to your social media initiatives
Image: jek in the box @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/jek-a-go-go/440119001/sizes/o/

MySpace

Facebook
Flickr

•!
Work out where the people hang out - issue-centric, demographic overlay - watch and observe
•!
Evaluate which spaces are appropriate for your organisation to engage. “Welcome-ness” - esp. gov"t
•!Can you engage in a way that creates value for the community?
•!What"s the likelihood of interaction? etc.
•!Consider creating your own network (almost a last resort)

How much effort?

•
•
•

Time
$$
Technical capacity

Less effective

More effective

ROI mapping

Less effort

ACTIVITY: ROI MAPPING
Chart concept by Priscilla Brice-Weller: http://tinyurl.com/6ok47b

More effort
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Why is it important?
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12:30 - 1:30

Lunch

1:30 - 3:00

Examples & idea starters

3:00 - 3:30

Afternoon tea

3:30 - 4:15
4:15 - 4:45

“Rules” of engagement
Q&A

ACTIVITY: BRAINSTORM
Image: Liz Henry @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/lizhenry/2051224366/sizes/o/

•!Freshview understood the pain points of their target market
•!Created a great product
•!Used the blog to provide tips and feature great newsletters
•!Started the Email Standards Project as a way to help their customers
•!The business is doing well - through helping their users they"ve built strong brand loyalty
QUESTION:
•!What are the “pain points” for your constituents? How could you help alleviate that pain?
•!How can you help your constituents in their day-to-day lives?
Further reading:
•!Campaign Monitor blog:

http://tinyurl.com/2chd5m

•!
“Virtual world”
•!Part game, part social hang-out
•!
Other game worlds like World of Warcraft and Ultima Online
•!Whole other “second economy”
QUESTION:
•!How might you engage with constituents in alternative spaces?
•!What might your Second Life island have on it?

•!
•!

Facebook group created for a character in TV commercial
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=12753647573

QUESTION:
•!What sort of Facebook/MySpace groups would be suitable for your organisation (topics, demographics etc.)?
•!What opportunities exist for creating your own groups (private or public) on social sites?

•!Patients being treated for serious illnesses can share experience
•!List their medications and experiences on them
•!Personal value: learn from others, support
•!Aggregate value: understand trends and what works/what doesn"t
•!Methods like this featured in this week"s New Scientist - questions remain about validity as research. Is this a case, like Wikipedia, where in theory it could never work, yet in
practice it does?
Patients Like Me:
http://www.patientslikeme.com/
THERE ARE TOOLS AVAILABLE FOR CREATING YOUR OWN NETWORK...

QUESTION:
•!What personal value could you provide to your constituents by creating your own social network?
•!How might your constituents benefit from sharing their experiences in your community?
Ning social networks:
http://ning.com

•!
New Zealand Police Act Review wiki: http://tinyurl.com/yqhqcc
•!Request for comment and feedback on proposed policy
•!Feedback was used along with more traditional/formal methods of collecting input from citizens
•!NZ e-government site + guidelines - excellent resource
QUESTION:
•!Are there areas of your organisation that could benefit from public input?
•!How can you use social tools to broaden/deepen public involvement in policy development?

•!
Many different “GetTogethers”
•!Encouraging “instigators” to start something with low-level of commitment (one night, couple of hours etc.)
•!
Transforming online action to offline - participant journey
•!
Multiple topics - Vision GetTogethers after election
•!320 groups (~4000 ppl participated - compare to ~1000 for 2020 summit)
QUESTION:
•!How can you use social tools to support and encourage offline action?
GetUp GetTogethers:
http://tinyurl.com/562qu3

•!Prediction markets - “Wisdom of the crowds”
•!Used to predict everything from election outcomes to terrorist attack locations
•!
Key pre-conditions to success: Diversity, Money on the line etc...
QUESTION:
•!How can you leverage the “wisdom of crowds”?
•!Can prediction markets help your organisation?
Image: rednuht @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/rednuht/479370088/sizes/l/
Further reading:
•!Wikipedia entry for “Prediction markets”:
http://tinyurl.com/y2ns8z
•!
James Surowiecki - The Wisdom of the Crowds (Book): http://tinyurl.com/5metjf

QUESTION:
•!In what ways could you provide more direct access for citizens using social tools?
•!How can you encourage citizen participation?
10 Downing Street petition site:
http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/
Raise the bar campaign:
http://www.raisethebar.org.au/

QUESTION:
•!In what ways could you provide more direct access for citizens using social tools?
•!How can you encourage citizen participation?
10 Downing Street petition site:
http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/
Raise the bar campaign:
http://www.raisethebar.org.au/

•!First saw the marbles video - impressed with the machine
•!iPhone vid - nearly 4.5 million views at 19 May
•!
Tied to pop-culture “happenings” - Grand Theft Auto is the latest etc.
•!
“Viral” is a verb - it"s something that the audience
QUESTION:
•!How can low-cost, clever video work for you?
•!What video resources do you already have that could be distributed/shared this way?
Blendtec YouTube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/user/Blendtec

•!Mashups - taking disparate data sources and mashing them up to create new meaning and connections
•!“Democratisation” of application development and design
•!Housing Maps - mashup between classifieds in Craigslist and Google Maps http://tinyurl.com/86mn7
•!EveryBlock Chicago (formerly ChicagoCrime.org) –
http://tinyurl.com/36zfp4
•!Data from Chicago Police Department mapped
•!About NSW - NSW Government + Powerhouse Museum
HERE"S ANOTHER EXAMPLE...
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•!“Democratisation” of application development and design
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•!Based on open source platform developed by
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/
•!Parses the Hansard and other gov"
t data sources and allows access by MP, topic etc. + notifications etc.
•!If you don"t provide it, someone will - question of “who is the authorative source?”
•!Anecdote: OzPolFeeds RSS 2004
QUESTION:
•!What data sources do you have that you can provide access to for mashups?
•!Are there any mashups that you"d like to see?
•!How might mashups help with cross-department/functional service delivery?

•!Based on open source platform developed by
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/
•!Parses the Hansard and other gov"
t data sources and allows access by MP, topic etc. + notifications etc.
•!If you don"t provide it, someone will - question of “who is the authorative source?”
•!Anecdote: OzPolFeeds RSS 2004
QUESTION:
•!What data sources do you have that you can provide access to for mashups?
•!Are there any mashups that you"d like to see?
•!How might mashups help with cross-department/functional service delivery?

•!OpenID is an initiative to create a single digital identity
•!Identity is critical to all social media services
•!
Trust and reputation also play a significant role
•!
Credibility of data sources - who is the authoritative source? The one that"s most useful (not necessarily most accurate)
QUESTION:
•!What benefits could your organisation provide to create/enhance trust on the web? (Could be trust in users or data)
•!How might your organisation help with identity and reputation online?

•!Member NSW Legislative Council, Parliamentary Secretary for Mining and Energy
•!Blogs thoughts on variety of issues
•!Sends monthly email newsletter highlighting happenings in parliament + pointers to other bloggers and news of interest to her readership
•!Conversational language, written by Penny in personal tone
•!Andrew Bartlett"s blog another great example - providing insight into the parliamentary process

•!UK House of Lords group blog
•!
Lords posting directly, clarifying parliamentary rules and process and in some cases asking for public feedback on proposed policy
•!
Built on free WordPress platform
•!webcameron - blog of UK conservative David Cameron
Lords of the Blog:
http://lordsoftheblog.wordpress.com/
webcameron:
http://tinyurl.com/29fvbf

•!Support site for Future is Man Made campaign (and Earth Hour 2007)
•!Highlighted user-contributed tips for living more sustainably
•!
Built on free WordPress blogging CMS platform
•!Provided “back-channel” communications to the broadcast email communications
Future is Man Made blog:
http://futuremakers.com.au/
ANOTHER EXAMPLE...

•!
Weblog in support of WWF"s Macquarie Island campaign
•!Campaigner traveled to island and documented experience
•!Rapidly deployed using the free Blogger platform (trip availability meant short lead time)
•!
Identified by policy-makers as playing a critical role in decision to fund invasive species program to protect the threatened Albatross and other native species on the World Heritagelisted island
•!Part of an integrated campaign - designed to work as both a temporary “event” blog, or to continue as needed
Macquarie Island blog:
http://macquarieisland.blogspot.com/
QUESTION:
•!What opportunities exist for individuals blogging in your organisation?
•!What about group blogs or public-contributed blogs?

•!Creative Commons licenses: “Some rights reserved”
•!Outlines in both legal- and plain-language copyright licenses that enable sharing of content
•!
E.g. Attribution, Non-commercial, Share-alike
•!ccMixter is a site where CC licensed works can be shared. Enables remix artists to legally access licensed works for re-use/re-mix etc.
•!Cultural benefits - Lawrence Lessig a proponent of copyright reform to re-enable creativity
•!Benefits to creators - wider reach/audience
•!Also important for text and other information - one interviewee identified unclear copyright on public works as slowing down work on mashups
QUESTION:
•!What data/content resources do you have that could be “opened up” to create new value?
•!How might Creative Commons licensing assist in this purpose?

•!Podcasting: regular delivery of video or audio to mobile devices (iPods, phones etc.)
•!Using RSS (yes again) new episodes are automatically downloaded and delivered
•!ZeFrank is a popular podcast - unique take on delivering the news...
QUESTION:
•!What regular content (audio/video) might suit delivery via podcasting?

•!Competition encourages contributions from artists
•!Listeners can rate and review artists
•!Charts, tagging, and other tools to find new artists
Triple J Unearthed:
http://triplejunearthed.com.au/

•!Inspire foundation has multiple social media properties
•!Deep youth engagement strategy
•!ActNow is a user-driven site - all content from youth participants
•!Flickr photo competitions, GetUp video competition - all examples of encouraging and profiting from the creativity of “the people formerly known as the audience”
QUESTION:
•!How might your constituents contribute “participant media” to support your objectives?

•!
As noted previously, 3G phones (with broadband capabilities) equal broadband penetration in Australia
•!Mobile phones (through voice and SMS) are inherently social
•!
Twitter enables presence awareness via SMS and mobile internet
•!Services appearing in the US include:
!- Location-aware services that enable friends to know when they are near each other
!
- Voice recognition services that send emails etc. transcribed from a phone call
!- iPhone software that converts written notes, business cards etc. into text address book entries, searchable notes etc.
•!Developing nations use mobiles to support local markets - mobile growth in these markets far more rapid than traditional phone infrastructure
QUESTION:
•!What services or information that your organisation manages would be suitable for mobile delivery?
•!How might location-aware services impact how you approach mobiles?
•!How can citizens help you using their mobile phone cameras and other features?
•!What might people want to share with each other on their mobile that relates to your organisation?

Program
9:30 - 10:30

What is social media?
Why is it important?

10:30 - 11:00

Morning tea

11:00 - 12:30

Benefits & risks
Evaluating ROI

12:30 - 1:30
1:30 - 3:00

3:00 - 3:30
3:30 - 4:15
4:15 - 4:45

Lunch
Examples & idea starters

Afternoon tea
“Rules” of engagement
Q&A

•!
David Weinberger: “The real world map shows what we humans have been given to work with. The Web shows what we have chosen to care about.”
•!Wikipedia and Linux are good examples (among many)
•!Participation in communities helping each other - professionally & personally
•!People are passionate about “their” space - sense of ownership
Image: Osvaldo Zoom @ http://flickr.com/photos/osvaldo_zoom/2259707131/sizes/l/
Further reading:
•!Clay Shirky: On love, internet style:
http://tinyurl.com/29f8o7
•!Interesting snippets - What we care about:
http://tinyurl.com/5wnt5z

“You've made it clear. You'd rather see
Digg go down fighting than bow down
to a bigger company”
Digg founder, Kevin Rose

•!Digg - participant news site - hands editorial control to user votes
•!
Attempted to remove articles from the site that published code that was considered to circumvent the Digital Millennium Copyright Act in relation to the HD-DVD format
•!
Digg users effectively hijacked the home page, voting related articles to fill the top 10 spots in the tech news section of the site

Conversation
•!Re-iterate: it"s a conversation
•!“Flipping the funnel” means turning that around so that the funnel becomes a megaphone for your customers to market for you
•!What we want...
Image: aturkus @ http://flickr.com/photos/aturkus/1555651794/sizes/l/

You Rock!

Build your fan base by

helping them...

•!
Work out what issues are the “hot-button” topics for the people you want to engage, and work out how you can (really) help
•!Help them with useful advice, point them to your competitors, learn from and with them
•!Kathy Sierra: what can you do to help your users kick ass?
•!Freshview - mentioned earlier - a good example
Further reading:
•!Kathy Sierra - Keeping users engaged:
http://tinyurl.com/yq7vbr
•!Kathy Sierra - Kicking ass is more fun: http://tinyurl.com/2a8kq5
•!Hugh Macleod"s weblog:
http://gapingvoid.com/
•!Seth Godin"s weblog:
http://sethgodin.typepad.com/

You Suck!

•!But not always what we get...
•!
Remember - this is an amplifier, not a cheersquad...
•!Opportunity for learning and organisational/service improvement
•!If you show you are listening and taking notice through your action(s) – not just words – you may be able to turn things around
•!
If you have a strong community, they will respond for you - don"t jump in straight away - give the community time (EH2007 MySpace example)
•!Leverage existing checks and balances built into tools (such as Flickr"
s “flag as offensive” option)
Further reading:
•!
Joshua Porter - The problem with social media marketing: http://tinyurl.com/3y52b5

•!Be responsive
•!Know when and how to engage
•!Kryptonite wasn"t in tune with the online conversation, and it cost them a lot
Further reading:
•!Naked Conversations – How blogs are changing the way businesses talk with customers (Book):

http://tinyurl.com/2kegg3

•!Be responsive
•!Know when and how to engage
•!Kryptonite wasn"t in tune with the online conversation, and it cost them a lot
Further reading:
•!Naked Conversations – How blogs are changing the way businesses talk with customers (Book):

http://tinyurl.com/2kegg3

Chevy Tahoe
•!
General Motors ran a “user-generated content” competition for visitors to re-mix footage and add captions to create a video promoting the Chevy Tahoe SUV
•!
Inundated with anti-SUV, environment and social messages
•!GM introduced moderation (too late)
•!Publicly supported the participant"s right to express themselves (good move)
•!GM also has strong blog activity - may be a part of their push towards better environmental performance
Further reading:
•!CNet - GM SUV spoofed by environmentalists:
•!News.com - GM slow to react to nasty ads:

http://tinyurl.com/4emjkp
http://tinyurl.com/4gxbva

Beware the troll!
•!
Trolls: “someone who posts controversial and usually irrelevant or off-topic messages in an online community ... with the intention of baiting other users into an emotional response
or to generally disrupt normal on-topic discussion”
•!
You know the person - you probably have a friend or work colleague that always seems to throw a spanner into the conversation?
•!Common saying “don"t feed the troll” - explain
•!Clear moderation policy important - more on that in the next session...
Image: Doug Wildman @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/34585748@N00/321902708/sizes/o/
Further reading:
•!Wikipedia entry for “Internet troll”: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_troll

•!“Permission” is not just opt-in - it"s relevant and timely communications
•!Easy to get marked as spam if infrequent or irrelevant messages received
•!Make sure you understand and respect social norms of spaces you"re entering
If you"re managing an online community...
•!
Use spam tools like Akismet to filter spam
•!
Clear comment policy as to whether or not commercial messages are allowed (more later...)
Image: freezelight @ flickr - http://flickr.com/photos/63056612@N00/155554663/sizes/l/

Follow the

conversation...

•!
To know where the pain points are, and to avoid the pitfalls, do that it"s important to follow the conversation
•!
Blog search tools like Google Blog Search and Technorati are one way to do this
•!“Lurk” in the spaces you"re considering - understand the community before jumping in
•!Respond when appropriate
•!
How does it scale? Build a passionate micro-community, and the community helps you
Further reading:
•!Scott Rosenberg –#Notes from “Customer service is the new marketing”:

http://tinyurl.com/3dc2wd

•!In a government, customer service or marketing dept, this may be the hardest thing...
•!Be human - informal, but professional tone
•!No marketese or untailored press releases
•!Build rapport and recognise and respect social norms
•!
Hire someone (with media liaison savvy) that also lives in social media - or “promote” someone internally that is into this kind of thing - fun for them, train up as necessary.
Image: Dirty Bunny @ http://flickr.com/photos/angrybee/5550847/sizes/l/
Further reading:
•!Scott Rosenberg –#Notes from “Customer service is the new marketing”:
•!Seth Godin:
http://sethgodin.typepad.com

http://tinyurl.com/3dc2wd

•!
Transparency and authenticity is critical
•!Disclose your affiliation - don"
t try to “hide” that you work for the company, it"s bound to backfire
•!Don"t spam or “astroturf”
Further reading:
•!Wikipedia definition of “astroturfing”:

http://tinyurl.com/d2gfg

•!
Transparency and authenticity is critical
•!Disclose your affiliation - don"
t try to “hide” that you work for the company, it"s bound to backfire
•!Don"t spam or “astroturf”
Further reading:
•!Wikipedia definition of “astroturfing”:

http://tinyurl.com/d2gfg

•!Engagement requires skills - mix of media savvy + social media experience
•!There are risks - the opportunities outweigh them
•!
May be easier for smaller, more “personal” organisations/departments - competitive advantage
•!Not for every organisation - may require cultural shift
Image: frankh @ http://flickr.com/photos/f-r-a-n-k/2124626786/sizes/o/

You are hosting a Flickr group and someone has
posted an offensive image to the group...

A regular commenter has posted an inflammatory
comment on your company blog, making personal
attacks on another contributer...
A staff member has posted to their personal MySpace
blog about their work that does not represent
company policy...
•!
A couple of basic
examples

5Social media policy
•!Always start with a clearly stated and publicly accessible policy - don"t be afraid to evolve as needed
•!Review (and update accordingly) regularly
•!Don"t put disclaimers in legalese at the bottom of every page - defeats the purpose
•!Use plain language if possible
•!Recommended policies:
!- Moderation policy (post-moderate if possible - assign someone the task of reviewing in a timely fashion)
!
- Staff “public discourse” guidelines/policy - they"re already doing it - make it clear what the rules are (mention personal experience)
!
- Accessibility policy (ensure that resources are mashable, improved SEO, good for visually-challenged visitors)

•!Jason Ryan (who presented yesterday) has some excellent guidelines:
http://tinyurl.com/4cgv72
•!Highlights:
!
- “Transparency: make it very clear who is posting (do not claim that your CE is writing the posts if they are being ghostwritten by you and your team)”
!
- “Trust: do not disclaim the content on the blog/wiki/podcast etc. If you are engaging your publics through these media they should be able to expect a straightforward exchange of
ideas and information. If your Legal team intend on vetting every post, the venture is doomed.”
!
- “Fairness: social media is about reciprocity, if you are going to engage and invite comment then accept the good with the bad. Post a very clear comments policy and stick to it.
Don"t delete comments because they are critical of your agency or policies.”
!
- “Timeliness: post regularly and be prepared to engage people when it suits them. This may mean checking comments or making edits after work hours and on weekends...”
!- “Openness: share content that is an honest reflection of your thinking and position. Don"t set up a social media channel to broadcast your risk-averse, legal-approved and
comprehensively qa"ed copy.”
!- “Ethics: respect what you can legitimately say about your agency/project in public. No matter how small you think your audience, once you hit the $publish" button your content is in
the public domain. Make sure you don"t surprise your Minister this way…”
!-

•!Sun Microsystems “Guidelines on Public Discourse” http://tinyurl.com/4bfhaf
•!
“By speaking directly to the world, without prior management approval, we are accepting higher risks in the interest of higher rewards. We don't want to micro-manage, but here is
some advice that we expect you to follow to help you manage that risk.”
•!“Don"t tell secrets”
•!Points to other relevant policies on business conduct, export compliance and more
•!“Be interesting, but be honest”
•!“Don"t write anonymously”
•!
“Disclaimers: Many employees put a disclaimer on their front page saying who they work for, but that they're not speaking officially. This is good practice, but don't count on it to
avoid trouble; it may not have much legal effect.”

•!Future is Man Made blog “Comment and posting policy”:
http://tinyurl.com/4j32cw
•!Conversational tone
•!Starts with the positive
•!
Explains the intent of the policy, before the detail
•!Covers:
!
- Responsibility for content (“WWF is not responsible... does not endorse the views... provides no warranty...”)
!- Moderation policy (no spam, no personal attacks, no profanity etc.) - incl. conditions that will cause a commenter to be banned
!- ...a commenter may be contacted if part of the comment is acceptable, but other aspects are not
!- ...decision is final - no correspondence.
!- Clearly defines that commercial messages are acceptable under certain conditions, and what those conditions are.
!- ...disclosure, relevant to the topic - talk about moderation
!- No fully anonymous comments - why registration is required.

•!BBC general social media guidelines:
http://tinyurl.com/366mqx
• !“When a blogger clearly identifies themselves as a BBC person and/or discusses their work, the BBC expects them to behave well when blogging, and in ways that are consistent
with the BBC"s Editorial Values and policies. ... Blogs or websites which do not identify the blogger as a BBC employee, do not discuss the BBC and are purely about personal matters would
normally fall outside these guidelines.”
•!
“The intention of this note is not to stop BBC staff from conducting legitimate activities on the Internet, but serves to flag-up those areas in which conflicts can arise.”
•!“Blogs or websites which do not identify the blogger as a BBC employee, do not discuss the BBC and are purely about personal matters would normally fall outside this guidance.”
•!
“Staff members who already have a personal blog or website [or want to start one] which indicates in any way that they work at the BBC should discuss any potential conflicts of
interest with their line manager.”

Questions & discussion
This presentation and associated notes are available at:

http://zum.io/2008/05/20/web-directions-south-govt-presentation
Image: Charles Chan @ http://flickr.com/photos/charles_chan/544022867/
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